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ISO2CAR muteadaptors are used for adapting carspecific radio connectors to the Parrot carkits ISO wiring loom.

1st: Remove the radio or radio unit from its position so the
radio connector is visible.

Speaker-function: This is achieved by using the built-in relays
in the parrot mutebox, the radio sound is muted and the
sound from the carkit is send trough car front speakers. This
way you will achieve a perfect hand free sound without interference from the car radio.

2nd: Disconnect the radio connector from the radio.
3rd: Insert the ISO2CAR adaptor between radio and the radio
connector on the car wiring loom.

Power supply of the carkit: All ISO2CAR cables are delivered
with all the available power wire from the cars radio connector connected to the ISO connectors. This way you can easily
supply the carkit and cutting of the cars wiring loom is minimised.

4th: Check the configuration of the constant 12v and ignition
12v power supply wires as they in some cars can be
switched. If this is the case then they can be corrected by
switching the top of the Parrot fuses. Note: Some cars do not
have an Ignition wire in the Radio connector. The ISO2CAR
adaptor for these models often has a long Ignition wire to
connect to a ignition wire found else were.

Mute function: The mute lead from the radio is always to be
found in one of the three mute positioen of the parrot ISO
connector. This way it can easily be connected to the parrot
carkit. Not all radioes is equipped with this mute function.

5th: Connect the Parrot carkits ISO connectors to the ISO connectors on the ISO2CAR adaptor.

Note 1: The ISO2CAR solutions is normaly not suiteable for systems with a seperate amplifier or active speakers.
Note 2: Some carmodels require the mutewire to be connected to the parrot carkit to enable the car speakers to be muted completely.

See our complete ISO2CAR program on

www.kram.dk

When the Parrot carkit and the adaptor cable is installed correctly it will redirect your call through the cars front speakers.
For further information about installation of the parrot carkit
please see the Parrot installation guide.
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